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Contact Info: Cyndi Campbell – Cyndi.campbell@georgetown.edu  

Issue Being Addressed: Improved grant writing, focused on strategies for R-series and individual K-series 
applications. 

Approach Implemented: This series complemented our annual longitudinal grant writing workshops, 

which include KL2 scholars, TL1 trainees, and selected junior faculty. Instead, it was highly individualized 

with tutorial and KL2-limited components delivered over a short and intensive time frame with external 

faculty support by retired NIH program directors and review staff. 

Each scholar was offered: 1) strategic advice and specific critique as they considered and pursued new 

grant opportunities; and 2) the ad hoc assembly of "mock study section" expert panels provided critical 

feedback during grant preparation and prior to final grant submission. These multiple approaches 
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support our belief that each of our scholars should develop their grant writing skills by actually writing 

and submitting grants. 

Outcome Measures: Our outcome measures were 1-completion of all activities, 2-iterative and timely, 

rapid-cycle submission revised drafts, and 3-actual grant submissions by targeted deadlines. Each 

participant completed all targeted outcomes so that the workshop resulted in the submission of multiple 

NIH R-series grant applications. 

Lessons Learned: External faculty, restricted participation, and time-limited/intensive goal directed 

activities may engage our K scholars better than our usual workshops which are focused less on them 

specifically, have a longer time horizon, and are led by (internal) Hub faculty.  
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